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"Columbia's unfair process" 

Columbia University in New York has expelled due process from its campus. By stripping its 
disciplinary policy for sexual misconduct of any procedural protections for the accused, Columbia has 
decided fundamental fairness must bend to political correctness. 

The issue arose after a student who claimed to have been sexually abused by two fellow students felt she 
was not well served by the school's complaint procedure. The student formed a group to agitate for a 
new, "friendlier" sexual misconduct policy, using red tape as a symbol of their protest. This fall, the 
university senate, with the full support of Columbia President George Rupp, decided due process for the 
accused created impediments to alleged victims coming forward. 

Today, if someone is accused of having committed a sexual assault when on a date or otherwise, he has 
no right to written notification of the charges or to confront or cross-examine his accuser. He cannot have 
an attorney or parent accompany him to the hearing, nor is he allowed to investigate the charges 
themselves, because it's a separate disciplinary offense to disclose the identity of the accuser or 
witnesses. The hearings aren't recorded, which means no record is established to give the accused a fair 
chance at an appeal. 

Because Columbia is a private university, it is not bound by the due process provisions of the U.S. 
Constitution the way a public university would be. Still, Columbia, which has a prestigious law school, 
should not have to be taught the value of holding a fair and impartial hearing on charges as serious as 
sexual assault. Under Columbia's new policy, the accused is denied a reasonable opportunity to defend 
himself, despite the potential of being expelled from school, and the accuser is relieved of accountability. 

The group Feminists for Free Expression may have summed it up best when it wrote to Columbia 
officials in opposition to the policy: "Sexual attacks should certainly be punished. But it is no service to 
women to hold that offenses against them require a kangaroo court." 
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